Original spare parts to ensure optimum performance

Cost efficient Sulzer original spare parts for performance and operational reliability

**Optimum performance**
Sulzer original spare parts maintain equipment performance by
- Restoring high operational efficiency
- Optimizing energy consumption
- Minimizing unexpected failures

Original spare parts are often more than a simple ‘new for old’ replacement and can substantially improve the performance of your equipment. Sulzer spare parts are at the heart of innovative new hydraulic and mechanical designs or sealing solution retrofits that extend equipment life and reduce maintenance costs.

**Advanced materials**
High quality standard materials and advanced special materials for demanding applications.

**Benefit from:**
- High corrosion resistance
- Improved wear resistance
- Construction materials tailored to the application and the pumped fluid

**High quality spare parts**
You can trust us to serve your installed base with our original spare parts for the following well known brands:

- Sulzer
- Ahlström
- Scanpump
- ABS
- Salomix
- Scaba
- Serlachius
- Enso
- API
- Gothia
- Swedmeter
- NOPOL O.K.I.
- Pumppex
- Warren
- JMW
- Tartek
Service at Your Doorstep

Fast, reliable, single source delivery
Sulzer original spare parts are available through the global Sulzer Customer Support Services network.

For standard stock items, consolidated warehousing and advanced logistics contribute to rapid response and delivery of parts.

Spare parts are machined to the correct tolerances and clearances to give a perfect fit first time, every time. This together with broad parts interchangeability brings you
• Faster maintenance – less downtime
• Reduction of spare part inventories
• High equipment performance
• Extended equipment lifetime
• Parts traceability and compliance

Inventory management
To complement our spare parts services Sulzer offers a full range of inventory management services to optimize parts stock and handling. The options range from a stock review with recommendations for improvement to full offsite stock management.

Benefit from:
• Reduced inventory costs
• Optimized stock levels
• Frees up staff from stock management
• Elimination of unnecessary spare parts purchases

Sulzer service kits
When your pump needs service, you should not have to worry about spending valuable time searching for the right parts – or even worse, finding out that some small but vital parts are missing.

Benefit from:
All you need in one package:
• Exchange units
• Upgraded sets of components
• Upgrade kits
• Prepacked sets of standard service parts

Wherever you are, Sulzer is close by to provide personal, knowledgeable support and qualified services for the entire product life cycle, day and night.